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Dear Parents and Students,

Greetings from Brookfield International School!!!

In the realm of education, where each stride shapes futures, Brookfield International School stands as a beacon of excellence.
As William Shakespeare wisely remarked, "Things done well and with a care, exempt themselves from fear", our institution
embodies this ethos in every facet of learning.

Students, the heart of our community, experience a holistic approach to learning. From a well-crafted curriculum to
extracurricular activities, every facet is designed to foster a love for learning and personal growth. As they engage in projects
and embrace challenges, they emerge both academically proficient and confident individuals ready to face the world.

At BFIS, we understand that education is not just about facts and figures but about empowering young minds to navigate a
future of uncertainties fearlessly. We take pride in our commitment to excellence, ensuring that every lesson and interaction is
executed carefully, exempting our students and parents from the fear often accompanying the educational journey.

With heartfelt gratitude and warmest regards,

Ms. PARAMJOT, Ms. PRIYANKA KAUSHAL & Ms. SAKSHI GERA

FROM THE EDITORIAL BOARD
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2826962/


CELEBRATION
In the light of Nanak's grace,
A guiding star for every race.

Gurpurab, a day so bright,
Illuminating love and light.

 His teachings echo through the ages,
Wisdom shared in sacred pages.

Harmony, compassion, and peace,
Guru Nanak's love will never cease.

Brookfield International School celebrated Gurupurab, bringing together students,
teachers, and guests for a cultural event. Students performed a soul-stirring "Shabad
Kirtan," accompanied by teachers, showcasing unity and cultural appreciation. The
celebration ended with a sense of unity, leaving a solid impression. Brookfield
International School prioritises holistic education, integrating cultural celebrations
into the learning experience."

GURUPURAB
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OF BFIS
Skating is a dance so free,

Graceful glides, a symphony.
Edges cut through, a shimmering fate,

In the rink of dreams, where skaters create.

 We're thrilled to share the remarkable feats of our skilled students at the Roller
Skating contest. Annika Singla clinched the Gold in the 500-meter Roller Skating event
and claimed the top spot in the under 12 quad race—truly exceptional. Atharv Singla
showcased his prowess, securing the Silver in the 300-meter Roller Skating category
and attaining the 2nd position in the under 8 quad race.At Brookfield International
School, we are dedicated to nurturing both academic excellence and a culture of
sportsmanship and achievement, which we take great pride in. We're incredibly proud
of our budding athletes and anticipate more triumphs in the days ahead.

SKATING CHAMPIONS
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In the dawn's soft glow, we gather near,
Morning assembly, a time sincere.

Voices rise, a harmonious song,
Unity in sunrise, where we all belong.

 Flags unfurl, a symbol high,
In the morning breeze, reaching the sky.

Whispers of hope, in each prayer we share,
Morning assembly, a moment rare.

Brookfield International School held two impactful assemblies during November,
leaving a lasting impression on our students. The first focused on being an
"Upstanding Student," commencing with a heartfelt prayer and a pledge to
patriotism. In addition, a thought-provoking skit on the "Impact of Social Media on
Students" took centre stage. Commencing with a heartwarming prayer, news update,
and the pledge, the assembly set the stage for a riveting performance. The skit,
executed by talented students, shed light on the effects of social media, leaving the
audience enlightened and entertained. Special commendation to the students and
heartfelt appreciation to the dedicated teachers. These assemblies underscore the
school's commitment to holistic education and nurturing responsible individuals.

SPECIAL ASSEMBLY
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In Diwali's glow, a festival of light,
Candles dance, dispelling the night.

Crackling sparklers paint the sky,
A celebration, soaring high.

Sweets exchange in joyous cheer,
Whispers of laughter draw near.

Families gather, hearts unite,
Diwali's magic, pure and bright.

In the radiant embrace of Diwali, Brookfield International School blended scholarly
dedication with festive magic. A vivacious celebration unfolded, weaving vibrant crafts
and sweet exchanges into the fabric of our joyous day. The party tiffin became a sweet
interlude, enhancing our festivities and strengthening the ties of friendship. Diwali
wishes from President Mr Manav Singla and Founder Principal Dr JK Singh graced
the occasion, their words resonating like radiant diya flames. May Diwali's enduring
spirit continue to illuminate our hearts, creating a masterpiece of joy and unity in our
collective journey.

OF BFIS
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DIWALI CELEBRATION



OPINIONATOR-2023
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DEBATE TO INNOVATE
“Debating is the art of sculpting ideas with words, where every argument chisels

away falsehoods, leaving the masterpiece of truth and understanding. Debating is
not just a clash of words; it's the canvas where ideas paint their stories, and minds

sculpt their futures.”

Brookfield International School hosted the Opinionator - 2023 Inter-School Debate
Competition, drawing 24 schools from Chandigarh, Mohali, Ropar, and Kurali on
November 4th. This event provided a platform for students to showcase their oratory
skills and critical thinking. Our school expressed pride in hosting this intellectually
stimulating event. The Opinionator 2023 Debate Competition showcased the collective
efforts of participating schools, emphasizing their commitment to nurturing the
intellectual growth of students in the region. It served as a crucible for ideas, indicating
the potential for future endeavours in fostering intellectual discourse and critical
thinking among the youth.
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TEACHER’S ADDRESS

DIVYA SACHDEVA
H.O.D. MATHEMATICS 

“In the world of mathematics, every problem is a puzzle
waiting to be solved, and every solution unveils the beauty of
logic." 

As we dive into the world of numbers and equations this quarter, I
am reminded of the profound beauty that lies within the realm of
mathematics. It's not merely about finding answers; it's a journey
of exploration, a quest for understanding, and a celebration of the
elegance inherent in logic.

In our classroom, we're not just solving problems; we're unlocking
the secrets that connect seemingly disparate concepts.

I'm excited to embark on this mathematical adventure with our
dedicated students and supportive parents. Hope the future is
filled with discovery, growth, and a shared appreciation for the
wonders of mathematics.


